…take care of them by providing love,
instruction, and attention. They also try to
determine the dog’s temperament and
tolerance of different situations…

We need help with:
Our Intake Team coordinates getting the
dog into Rescue while our Foster Home
Team coordinates placing the dog with a
matching Foster Home.
GRREAT Dogs come from:
Owner Give-ups directly to us
Owner Give-ups through a vet or shelter,
Or, a dog is found as a STRAY and a kind
person alerts us

Our Transport Team helps to get the dog from
give-up to Foster Home as quickly as possible.
They also help transport dogs to vets and get
GRREAT equipment where it needs to go.

…and they take the dog to a
GRREAT participating vet to address
any medical issues (spay/neuter, shots,
or even more serious things)

Our wonderful Foster Homes
welcome the dog into their home, and
with the support of the entire Team…

Once Foster Homes have a good idea about the type of home and lifestyle that will be the most compatible with their
Foster Dogs, and they have addressed any known health or behavioral issues, they will make the dogs available by;
posting them on the website, putting them on the Available Dog’s List, and/or bringing them to a monthly Adoption Day.

A Foster Home may talk with
several families over the phone
and/or may meet several families at
an Adoption Day.
In the meantime, the Application and Adoption
Team receive applications, coordinate home
visits, keep a list of active approved adopters,
and make the applications and home visit reports
available to the Foster Homes.

They will review the information
contained on the applications and home
visit reports of the potential families…

...and may set up a meeting with
one or more families in order to
find the one...

...that will be the best match and FOREVER HOME
for the Foster Dog that they have taken in and whose
life they have helped turned around!

www.grreat.org/vol_form.htm

